


Research &
Insights



Thank you,
dear student



Our New Initiative -
Swastim



Consolidation of Turning In
as a Team

Some of us discovered how we are running from
pillar to post to cover up our loneliness.
While some of us learned alongside our students how
they crash at the peak of their bliss, due to deep-
seated worthlessness
While some of us got a rude shock upon the very
little or no faith that we have

Achievement loading... Stay tuned

Insights

Achievement

Sleep App has opened living
with the prahar and it brings
out emotions hidden deep
within.
Learning about the dark of
one's sibling relationship

Learning



kya ukhaad liya

1. Content Production 3. Marketing

2. Production

4. User Interface



kya ukhaad liya

5. Programs



Core team’s
vibratory level of the week

Extended team’s
vibratory level of the week



We tried struggling;
but effortless it is



Content Production



Interns’
vibratory level of the week



kya ukhaadna ha1

 Production1. 5. Content

2. Marketing 6. Programs

3. Technology

Storyboarding for
Sleep App by Internal
Team 

Implementation and
precipitation of new
structure for content team  

Marketing Campaign
Strategy outline to be
designed 
Brand Book Delivery 
Completion of SEO
transition to new vendor  

Vedna Support batch
to begin on August 23 
TP 7.0 Sadhna Pause
after Phase 1 to be
planned in next week 
3- Months coaching
roadmap to be
designed 

OTP implementation
to finally happen
next week 
Proposal by vendors
for Moodle Platform
to come in - decision
to be made

4. User Interface

Creating User flow
screens for Sleep app 



Marketing Campaign Kickstart has been
delayed

Work on Student’s Dashboard still continues to
lag

Search for Animators & Post-production
vendors still continues. 

Building a team of editors and Graphic
designers hasn’t been done  

chullu bhar paani



The seat of dark
this week goes to

Juhie!

Continues to
nurture, nurture

and nurture - until
the rot sets in.



Major
Decision

Instruments, when played
synchronously, is music when played
out of sync is noise. 
We discovered noise and bureaucracy
in the content department. 
Too many people and too many hands
foretold a tale that the cook would
eventually end up spoiling the broth.
We had to take a tough call to
reorganize the department to make it
devoid of red-tapism and enable our
interns to become robust and hands-
on. 
We believe it’s the season of
discovering and fixing black holes as
we propel towards the light. 
There was a collective echo in the
team. A whisper, a movement- towards
a soaring new vision.

This is just the lull before the storm!  


